Arterials, Collectors, and Local Roads

- Roads that are shown on the future alignments maps only represent arterial and collector roads.
- 65% to 75% of potential roads in the foothills are not shown.

As property in the foothills is developed, a local road system that connects these roads to neighborhoods and development will occur.

Arterials (6-12% of roads*)
- Carry more traffic than collectors
- Connect major transportation corridors
- Generally have higher traffic speeds than collectors
Examples: State St, Parkcenter Ave, Chinden Blvd, Hill Road Pkwy

Collectors (20-25% of roads*)
- Provide connectivity between arterial roads
- Have lower traffic speeds than arterials
Examples: Floating Feather Rd, Horseshoe Bend Rd

Local Roads (60-75% of roads*)
- Feed traffic to the larger, major roads
- Connect neighborhoods and the greater system
Examples: Park Lane, Iron Eagle Dr

* According to FHWA guidelines on the extent of rural functional systems